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FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Aug 2015 03:54
_____________________________________

cornography n, [kor-nog-ruh-fee] - an intense display of corny or clever jokes, commonly used in
various kinds of recovery

side effects of viewing cornographic images will include laughter, rolling of the eyes, the
occasional snort, and general irritation. extreme cases were known to include diarrhea,
coughing, vomiting, and well...

[spoiler][/spoiler]

if you experience any symptoms for more than 4 hours, you're welcome.

HISTORY OF CORNOGRAPHY -

i am a firm believer in this. and i am sick and tired of posting on other people's forsaken "just
having fun" threads that cordnoy keeps reviving from the dead. i am getting increasingly
depressed by posting on the depressed person's chill spot, and i feel like i already ate and
digested all the "chulint" i could handle. hell, i even made an ??? ???

sooooo, i am starting my own blog, that will, at least for some time, be updated and active, but
hopefully be interactive. i encourage everyone to PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help, as humor
therapy should be a group effort. you all have talent - I'VE SEEN IT.

corndnoycordnoy is so good at it, that if this were a corny army, i would appoint him ...
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Warning: Spoiler!

rabbosai, the indians called corn "maize". they must have thought corny jokes were just
"amazing". but my motto for this blog is - NO JOKE IS TOO STUPID. you have my word that i
will at least try to laugh at every attempt at humor that anyone makes here. feel good that you
may be giving me or someone else chizuk - or at least you will be annoying "the urge" right out
of them.

so friends. romans, countrymen, give me your EARS of corn...

BRING OUT THE POPCORN, LET THE SHOW BEGIN...

[zemmy, if you're reading this, let it never be said that i do not take my ????? seriously. ?' ??
?????? ????? ????? ????? ???]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 05 Apr 2016 14:08
_____________________________________

title switched back. please do not screw with my thread.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by thanks613 - 05 Apr 2016 15:07
_____________________________________
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It's one of the truths of life that sometimes you do everything right and people still get peeved at
you.

Case in point:  My Alarm Clock

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 05 Apr 2016 15:28
_____________________________________

  

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 05 Apr 2016 15:33
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote on 05 Apr 2016 15:28:

 [attachment=4687]fisheatfish.gif 

this one has mark and me both

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 05 Apr 2016 15:34
_____________________________________

nice. did not know mark could draw so well.

========================================================================
====
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Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 05 Apr 2016 15:34
_____________________________________

thanks613 wrote on 05 Apr 2016 15:07:

It's one of the truths of life that sometimes you do everything right and people still get peeved at
you.

Case in point:  My Alarm Clock

ummmm.... case in point - internet filter?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 06 Apr 2016 00:58
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

title switched back. please do not screw with my thread.

Before you criticize someone, you should walk a mile in their shoes. That way, when you
criticize them, you're a mile away and you have their shoes.

Ok brother - I changed mine at top of pg 24, does it pass?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 06 Apr 2016 01:34
_____________________________________

markz wrote on 06 Apr 2016 00:58:
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peloni almoni wrote:

title switched back. please do not screw with my thread.

Before you criticize someone, you should walk a mile in their shoes. That way, when you
criticize them, you're a mile away and you have their shoes.

Ok brother - I changed mine at top of pg 24, does it pass?

mark, you know that feeling when you have the perfect thing to post, but you know you are
gonna get hell for it from the community

and you have been fighting with yourself for days not to post it, and you are distracting yourself
with other things...

but you are

slowly

losing

the fight
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arrrrrrghhhhhh!!!! it's so hard.

ahem, anyway, so if i post it, will you see to it that my karma's remain balanced at their current
30? thanks in advance.

(ps - i promise you will approve of the post)

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 06 Apr 2016 01:43
_____________________________________

it's the kind of thing that will wake up admin, and if i am not careful ...

Warning: Spoiler!
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========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 06 Apr 2016 01:45
_____________________________________

As a sign of affection, I blind faithfully added you a karma, so now I'm also locked from minusing
you, you have 6 hr to do what you have to do.

btw - what is your profile view count?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 06 Apr 2016 01:50
_____________________________________

143?

140 of them are probably me.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 06 Apr 2016 01:54
_____________________________________

 i just wrote three posts ago:

you know that feeling when you have the perfect thing to post, but you know you are gonna get
hell for it from the community

and you have been fighting with yourself for days... and you are distracting yourself with other
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things...

but you are

slowly

losing

the fight

arrrrrrghhhhhh!!!! it's so hard.

bet no one on GYE knows this feeling, or has ever experienced a similar sensation.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Shlomo24 - 06 Apr 2016 02:02
_____________________________________

Dammit PA, post it already.
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========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 06 Apr 2016 02:04
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

143?

140 of them are probably me.

How many now?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by stillgoing - 06 Apr 2016 02:22
_____________________________________

Shlomo24 wrote on 06 Apr 2016 02:02:

Dammit PA, post it already.

DON'T DO IT!!!!See Shlomo, now he's gonna post it. With some people you just need to use
reverse psychology.  

========================================================================
====
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